
The Sheridan Tapes: Season 4 - Trailer

CONTENT WARNING: Aftermath of a disaster, loud noises, and
existential dread

[Shifting rubble deep underground, distant booms and creaking]
[Water drips from broken pipe, electricity sparks]
[Voices echoing out of the future]

Ned Leroux
Because, Bailey… for… people, like us… living is a choice. A
constant, conscious choice to hold on to whatever imitation of a
real life we can make surrounded by people who just… don’t last.
And we don’t make that decision unless we have a reason to.

Rob Quincy
Please describe what you see around you.
Bill Tyler
A… fire. Burning in a cage… And then… footprints that lead to a
darkened, open doorway.

Kate Sheridan
You have Anna’s manuscript. You have a closer connection to Anna
than any of us… You might be able to figure out what she was
getting at.
Maria Sol
I will. Good luck.

Ren Park
This world is an illusion. An illusion of order and safety, and
the chaos beyond is the only true reality.

Ned Leroux
Then how about you start giving us some actual answers? What’s
happening in Oslow?

Peter Slate
Wherever you end up, whatever happens… we’ll find each other
again at the end of it.
Kate Sheridan



And what if there’s nothing left of me to find?

Morrison
So do not fear. I will not abandon you to your troubles. I go to
prepare a place for you — a place where all may be refined and
perfected through fire and light. For behold… I am coming soon.

[The noise of heartbeats, building]

Anna Sheridan
And for that reason… I need to get back to her. I need to escape
this place. I need you to find me.

[GASP as Sam Bailey awakens beneath the rubble]
[Tape ejects]

[End Theme]

Narrator
The Sheridan Tapes - The Final Season. Premieres October 6th,
2023 at 5pm Pacific Time on all podcasting platforms.


